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The relevant standards [1-3] do not take into account the thermal effect of
the Sun on the ampacity of underground power cables.
The number of research papers dealing with this effect is small.
All of these papers were written by Klimenta et al. [4-6].
There are also researchers who found that solar radiation only affects the
cables laid at law depths [7], and researchers who concluded that the effect
of the Sun can not be ignored in the case of cables under dynamic loading
[8-10].
In this paper, the quantification of the thermal effect of the Sun on the
cable ampacity was performed for different laying depths of the cable (0.4,
0.7 and 1 m), different surfaces of the pavement above the cable (cool
white coating, acrylic white paint, uncoated concrete blocks, uncoated
asphalt and acrylic black paint), different dimensions of the cable bedding
(case I – the bedding of standard size, and case II – the trench completely
filled with bedding material), various load currents, various solar
irradiances and different operation conditions (the most unfavourable
summer conditions and the most common winter conditions).
The considered XP-00 416 mm2 0.6/1 kV cable has cross-linked
polyethylene (XLPE) insulation and corresponds to the N2XY type.
Simulation results were obtained using the finite-element method (FEM)
in COMSOL and were compared with the corresponding experimental
data from [4-6].

Results

2D FEM-Based Model


A two-dimensional (2D) FEM-based heat conduction model is created
based on the following equation [4]:



where k is the thermal conductivity in W/(mK); T is the temperature in
K; x, y are Cartesian spatial coordinates in m; and Qv is the volume power
of heat sources in W/m3.


The apparatus, procedure, materials and measurement results that were
used as an experimental background for this study are described in detail
in [4-6]. In [4-6], the following experiments were conducted: (i) with
pavement made of concrete blocks, (ii) with concrete-pavement coated
with acrylic white paint, and (iii) with concrete-pavement coated with
acrylic black paint.
For the purposes of comparing the simulation results with the
experimental data from [4-6], the following three points are singled out: A
– on the outer surface of the physical model of the cable, B –on the lower
surface of the pavement above the physical model of the cable, and C – on
the upper surface of the pavement above the physical model of the cable.
The temperature at point A was obtained by averaging the measured
values at three different points along the physical model of the cable, while
the temperatures at points B and C were measured directly.
Points A, B, and C are marked within the small-size computational
domain, which is used for FEM-based simulations in COMSOL.

Conclusions



The volume power of heat sources in the phase conductors is



where Rac(Tcp) is the a.c. resistance per unit length of a single copper
conductor at temperature Tcp=90 °C, Tcp is the continuously permissible
temperature of the XLPE-cable in °C, I is the cable load current in A, and
S’c is the geometric cross-section area in m2.


Figure 3. Temperature distribution over (a) the part of the
computational domain from Fig. 2 that represents the cable trench,
obtained for the case II when the upper surface of the trench is covered
with (b) cool white coating, (c) acrylic white paint, (d) uncoated
concrete blocks, (e) uncoated asphalt, and (f) acrylic black paint.

Figure 4. Temperature of the S-phase conductor versus
load current for different laying depths and pavement
surfaces: (a) bedding having dimensions 0.5 m  0.4 m,
and (b) trench completely filled with bedding material.



The simulated and experimental results are in good agreement.
Compared to the corresponding cases with the black pavement, the
ampacity of the considered cable laid at 0.7 m can be raised up to 25.6
% in summer and up to 10.2 % in winter.
The ampacity of the considered cable was found to increase with
decreasing the absorptivity-to-emissivity ratio of the pavement surface,
as well as with decreasing the laying depth of the cable (excluding the
case of black pavement surface for the range up to about 81 C).
All the ampacity values obtained for the laying depth of 0.7 m and the
most unfavourable summer conditions are lower than the reference
value of 111 A [11]. In addition, for the most common winter conditions,
the ampacity values are lower or greater, by 4.6-6.2 amperes, than the
reference value of 111 A.
From the point of view of the solar irradiance, the ampacity of the
considered cable increases with decreasing the laying depth in the case
of grey or black pavement surface, and stays almost constant with
decreasing the laying depth in the case of white pavement surface.
The results obtained for the XLPE-cable changes according to a law
similar to that observed in [4] for a PVC-cable.
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Figure 2. Presentation of the small-size
computational domain corresponding
to the experimental apparatus.

Figure 2. Presentation of the largesize computational domain.

Figure 5. Temperature of the
S-phase conductor versus
solar irradiance for different
laying depths and pavement
surfaces: (a) bedding having
dimensions 0.5 m  0.4 m,
and (b) trench completely
filled with bedding material..
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